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Introducing Maven: A Build Tool for Today's Java DevelopersApress, 2019

	
		Gain an understanding of Maven’s dependency management and use it to organize basic and multi-module Maven projects. This short book is your quick-start tutorial for learning to use Maven. It includes inconsistently immutable collections, better array construction, and more from the latest Maven version 3.6. This second edition...
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ASP.NET Web API 2 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	ASP.NET Web API 2 Recipes provides you with the code to solve a full range of Web API problems and question marks that you might face when developing line-of-business applications. ASP.NET Web API 2 Recipes gives you an in-depth explanation for each of these scenarios and shows you how to use Web API with a vast array of...
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The Java(TM) 3D API SpecificationAddison Wesley, 1997
The Java 3D API, an exciting new part of the JavaMedia suite of   APIs, enables the creation of three-dimensional graphics applications   and Internet-based 3D applets. It gives developers high-level   constructs for creating and manipulating 3D geometry and for building   the structures used in rendering that geometry.  With Java 3D,   developers...
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Fundamentals of Radar Signal ProcessingMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	The goal of this book is to provide in-depth coverage of fundamental topics in

	radar signal processing from a digital signal processing perspective. The tech-

	niques of linear systems, filtering, sampling, and Fourier analysis techniques

	and interpretations are used throughout to provide a modern and unified tuto-

	rial approach....
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Systematic Design for Emergence in Cellular Nonlinear Networks: With Applications in Natural Computing and Signal Processing-Springer, 2008
The main problem addressed in this book came out during a Fulbright research fellowship stage at U.C. Berkeley (California, USA, 1996–1998). Then, I had the opportunity to work in the research group of Leon Chua on a subject called CNN (cellular neural/nonlinear network). The CNN, developed in the end of the 1980s was an important step ahead...
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Make Projects: Small Form Factor PCsO'Reilly, 2008
Shoebox sized and smaller, small form factor PCs can pack as much computing muscle as anything from a PDA to a full-sized desktop computer. They consume less power, have few or no moving parts, and are very quiet. Whether you plan to use one as a standalone PC or want to embed it in your next hacking project, a small form factor PC may be the next...
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Vegan Lunch Box: 130 Amazing, Animal-Free Lunches Kids and Grown-Ups Will Love!Da Capo Press, 2008

	If you think vegan lunchtime means peanut butter and jelly day after day, think again! Based on the wildly popular blog of the same name, Vegan Lunch Box offers an amazing array of meat-free, egg-free, and dairy-free meals and snacks. All the recipes are organized into menus to help parents pack quick, nutritious, and irresistible...
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Image Processing with ImageJPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover the incredible possibilities of ImageJ, from basic image processing to macro and plugin development


	Overview

	
		Learn how to process digital images using ImageJ and deal with a variety of formats and dimensions, including 4D images
	
		Understand what histograms, region of interest, or...
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Dictionary of e-Business: A Definitive Guide to Technology and Business TermsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
In a fast-moving technical and business environment like the Internet only exactitude can guarantee success. An 'almost correct' specification is a wrong specification. Make total accuracy your signature with this invaluable guide.
It offers detailed definitions of the bewildering array of terms and phrases relating to e-Business and the...
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Handbook on Decision Support Systems 1: Basic Themes (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2008

	Decision support systems comprise a core subject area of the information systems

	(IS) discipline, being one of several major expansions that have occurred in the IS

	field. The decision support system (DSS) area, as a subject of research and

	practice, continues to grow along ever-widening horizons – often blending with

	other...
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Advances in Filament Yarn Spinning of Textiles and Polymers (Woodhead Publishing Series in Textiles)Woodhead Publishing, 2014

	Advances in Filament Yarn Spinning of Textiles and Polymers reviews the different types of spinning techniques for synthetic polymer-based fibers, and issues such as their effect on fiber properties, including melt, dry, wet, and gel spinning.


	Synthetic polymer-based fibers are used in a great variety of consumer and...
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Blender Cycles: Materials and Textures Cookbook, Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 40 practical recipes to create stunning materials and textures using the Cycles rendering engine with Blender


	About This Book

	
		Create realistic material shaders by understanding the fundamentals of material creation in Cycles
	
		Quickly make impressive projects production-ready using the...
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